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The functionality is part of Tesla’s V10
software, which had its widespread release
earlier this week.
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With the widespread release of Tesla's V10 software beginning
earlier this week, drivers gained access to a number of new
vehicle features and integrations. One particular feature was the
long-awaited Smart Summon functionality which gives drivers
the ability to summon their vehicles to them from across a
parking lot or in some other complex scenario. Unfortunately,
things aren't going exactly as planned.

As the update started to push out to vehicles over-the-air, social
media quickly began exploding with people posting photos and
videos of their cars navigating through parking lots and streets
using Tesla's new Smart Summon feature. With the vehicle in the
operator's line of sight, they can either summon the vehicle to
them using their phone's GPS location or choose a nearby point
on a map and the vehicle's on-board Autopilot hardware will
begin navigating where it is told.

Not all of these posts were positive, however; some drivers
began reporting that their Teslas were getting into accidents
when using Smart Summon.

One Twitter user posted a video of another vehicle backing into
his Model 3 while he summoned the car in a fairly active parking
lot. The operator of the Tesla went on to question who was
responsible for the accident—the Model 3, or the Lexus that
backed into it while it was being summoned. He later posted a
photo showing damage to his bumper cover and fog lights.

Other party thinks that I was actually driving because I ran
to my car before he got out. Please give me some advise.

@LikeTeslaKim @TesLatino @Model3Owners
@teslaownersSV @teslamodel3fan
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— David F Guajardo (@DavidFe83802184) September 28,
2019

Another individual attempted to summon their Model 3 across
live traffic in a different parking lot and nearly collided with
another vehicle. Fortunately, both vehicles appear to have
stopped before a collision happened, but the video is cut short
and doesn't show the aftermath of the near-collision.

So, @elonmusk - My first test of Smart Summon didn't go so
well. @Tesla #Tesla #Model3 pic.twitter.com/yC1oBWdq1I

— Roddie Hasan - راضي (@eiddor) September 28, 2019

It's important to note that not all Tesla owners are experiencing
issues when using the feature. In ideal and well-lit conditions,
the production release of Smart Summon does perform as
expected, though Tesla explicitly states that the vehicle requires
supervision while the feature is in use.

"Smart Summon is designed to allow your car to drive to you
(using your phone’s GPS as a target destination) or a location of
your choosing, maneuvering around and stopping for objects as
necessary. Like Summon, Smart Summon is only intended for
use in private parking lots and driveways,” wrote Tesla in the
release notes for the update. "You are still responsible for your
car and must monitor it and its surroundings at times within
your line of sight because it may not detect all obstacles. Be
especially careful around quick moving people, bicycles, and
cars."

Be forewarned @Tesla @elonmusk Enhanced summon isn’t
safe or production ready. Tried in my empty drive way. Car
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went forward and ran into the side of garage. Love the car
but saddened. #Tesla #TeslaModel3

pic.twitter.com/tRZ88DmXAW

— AB (@abgoswami) September 28, 2019

Tesla CEO Elon Musk has previously said that parking lots are a
"remarkably hard problem" to solve, and the recent
demonstrations of the new feature shows that Musk was
absolutely correct. Given that Tesla's intended use of the Smart
Summon feature is limited to "private parking lots and
driveways,” this raises the question of how well the feature is
designed to work on a typical roadway in the near future,
especially given Tesla's timeline of having a fleet of one million
robotaxis in operation by 2020.

Another concern may be related to insurance. Earlier this year,
Tesla began offering a pilot program of its own insurance
product to California residents. Its goal was to combat
outrageously high policy costs and make driving Tesla vehicles
more affordable to the average consumer. Many people who
viewed the above videos questioned just how these types of
actions will affect existing insurance customers since the
technology seems to raise the risk of accidents when used
improperly. Some even tagged the social media accounts of
insurance companies to raise flags with them directly.

The world may be closer to autonomous driving than ever, but
it's crucial to set reasonable expectations for how well current
technology works, and even more so to follow manufacturer's
specific warnings when using new technology.
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